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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a material 52, a bounded domain of R” (n = 1,2, 3 in prac- 
tice), with a sufficiently regular boundary r= r, u r, (with meas > 0 
and meas > 0). We assume, without loss of generality that the phase- 
change temperature is 0°C. We impose a Newton law with coefficient a > 0 
on r1 with a temperature b = const. ~0 and an outcoming heat flux 
q=const.>O on r2. 
If we consider in L! a steady-state heat conduction problem, then we are 
interested in finding out suflicient and/or necessary conditions for the heat 
transfer coefficient a and/or for the heat flux q to obtain a change of phase 
in 0, that is, a steady-state two phase Stefan problem in 52. In others 
words, we are interested in obtaining the steady-state temperature of non- 
constant sign in s2. 
Following [3] we study the temperature 0 = e(x), defined for x E 0. The 
set Q can be expressed in the form 
where 
Q=sz,usz,u1, (1) 
n, = {xEi2/e(X)<O} 
0, = {x E a/e(x) > O} (2) 
1= {XEQ/qx)=o} 
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The temperature 0 can be represented in Q by 
6(x) = 
I 
O,(x) < 0, XEQ, 
0, XEI 
b(x) > 0, XEQ, 
and satisfies the conditions 
(i) de,=0 in Q, (i = 1, 2), 
9, = t12 = 0, 
(ii) 
kO,,k0, 
’ dn ’ an 
on 1, 
-k,Z =q if 01,>0, 
(iii) 
I-2 
-k,$ =q if 81, CO, 
r2 
-kz$ =a(k2&-B) if Ol,, > 0, 
(iv) 
r-1 




where k, > 0 is the thermal conductivity of phase i (i = 1: solid phase, i = 2: 
liquid phase) and B = k, b > 0. 
If we defined the function u in Q as 
u=k,8+ -k,B- in Q, (5) 
where 8+ and 6’- represent the positive and the negative parts of the 
function 8, respectively, then problem (4) is transformed into 






'an r, =a(~--) 
whose variational formulation is given by (U = uEq) 
du, u) = L&)3 VUEV, UEV, 
(6) 
(7) 
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where 
v= H’(Q), a(u, u) = j Vu . VU dx, 
R 
a,(~, u)=a(u, ~)+a[ uudy, 
r1 
(8) 
If we consider the problem (4)(bis) by replacing condition (4)(iv) by 
8l,,=b>O (4)(iv bis) 
then the function u, defined by (5), satisfies conditions (6)(bis), i.e., 
(6)(i)(ii) and 
4,=B (6)(iii bis) 
whose variational formulation is given by (U E u4) 
a( u, u - 24) = L,( u - u), QuEK, UEK, 
where 
(9) 
v,= {DE V/uIr,=O}, K= {UE V/u(,,=B}. (10) 
The variational inequalities (7) and (9) have unique solutions for all 
a > 0, q > 0, and B > 0 [ l-3,5]. We suppose that 51 and f have the 
necessary regularity so that these solutions belong to C’(D). 
For the problem (4)(bis) or (6)(bis) or (9), the following result was 
given in [6] : If q > qo, where 
g,(B)=smeas (r,) (B>O), (11) 
then we obtain a steady-state two-phase Stefan problem in a; i.e., the 
function U, is of non-constant sign in Q. The constant C is such that 
Q(uq, %J = cq*, Qq>O, (12) 
and it can also be calculated by the expression 
C=;fr2 (B-u,)4=4uo, uo,=j uo&, 4>0, (13) 
r2 
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where u0 is the solution of the problem 
(13)(bis) 
Moreover, it has the physical dimension [C] = (Cm)“, where n is the 
dimension of the space R”. 
In this paper we shall generalize the above result for problem (4) or (6) 
or (7), i.e., for the problem with c1 and q as independent variables. In others 
words, we shall study the mixed boundary value problem for the Laplace 
equation (6) with the object of deciding when it exhibits a solution of non- 
constant sign in 9. 
In Section II we given some results related to the functions uEq and uq. 
In Section III we consider the case where q > q. (q,, given by (11)) and 
we obtain that there exists a steady-state two-phase Stefan problem in Q 
(i.e., the function u,, is of non-constant sign in Q), for all LX > IX~, where 
a,(% B) = 
4 meaWJ 
B meas( r, ) (q>qo, B>O). (14) 
Moreover, in the case where, because of symmetry, we find that u,, is 
constant on r2, then the sufficient condition (14) is also necessary. 
In Section IV we consider the general case a > 0 and q > 0 for each B > 0. 
We then obtain that there exists a steady-state two-phase Stefan problem in 
D (i.e., the function uXy is of non-constant sign in a) for 
q,&, B) < q < q,da, B), a>O(B>O), (15) 
where the functions qm and qw, defined for a, B > 0 are given by 
qm(a, B) = 
B meas B meas( ri ) a 
A(a) ' 
q,da, B) = meas ’ (16) 
where A = ,4(a) has an adequate expression. Moreover, we have that (for 
all B>O) 
q,(O+, B)=q,(O+, B)=O, 
lim q,(a, B) = qo, II-++00 (17) 
qm is an increasing monotone function of a. 
In Section V we consider a particular case of the one developed in 
Section IV for which we can obtain more information for the expression of 
the function A = A(a). 
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Finally, we remark here that all that we have proved in this paper is still 
valid if the boundary r of D is represented by the union of three portions 
r= r, v rz v r2 such that: 
(i) r1 and r2 have the same condition as those previously described 
in problem (4). 
(ii) r3 is as wall impermeable to heat, i.e., we have (%/&)I r3 = 0 in 
(4) and therefore, (&@r)l r3 = 0 in (6). 
In Section VI we give three examples in which the solution is explicitly 
known. Moreover, for all these examples, the sufficient condition (15) is 
also necessary. 
The method employed in this paper is the elliptic variational inequalities 
theory [ 1,2, 53 which has been used in numerous mechanical problems, 
e.g., free boundary problems, variational principles in elasticity and 
plasticity (Saint-Venant theory), etc. [ 1, 2, 5, 73. 
We shall denote by (N - n) the formula (n) of Section N and we shall 
omit N in the same paragraph. We also omit the space variable x E Q for 
every function defined in Sz. 
II. PRELIMINARY PROPERTIES 0F uaq AND u, 
We shall use u, = uNq and U, = U, when it is necessary for convenience of 
notation. 
Remark 1. The bilinear form a, is coercive on V, i.e., 
31, >O/a,(u, u)=a(u, u)+j u2 422, Ilull2,, VUE v. (1) rl 
Moreover, so is the bilinear form a, and we have 
a,(u, 0) 2 47 II u II $5 Vu E V, A, = A, min( 1, CC). (2) 
LEMMA 1. We have the following properties: 
0) u a4 + % in V, whena+ +co,Vq>O, 
(ii) umqG B inQ,Va>O,Vq>O, 
(iii) ucu, < uq Q B in Q,Va>O,Vq>O, 
(iv) u a,y, d %/2 in L?, Vq, < ql, Va, d a2. 
(3) 
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ProoJ (i) It was given in [3 J. We will only prove (iv) because the other 
cases are analogous. We shall take into account the equivalence 
u, du, inQ-=w=O in 0, (4) 
where w = (u, - uz)+ in Q and U, = u,,~, (i= 1, 2). 
If we use u = w E V in the variational equality (I-7) corresponding to u,, 
and u = - w E V in the one corresponding to u2 and we later add them up, 
we have 
a,(w WI + (s1- q2) sr, wa4/+(a,-a,)Sr, (B-u,)w&=O, (5) 
that is, w = 0 in 52. 
LEMMA 2. We have the properties 
M,Qu,,6M, in Q, (6) 
where 
M, = Min uaq, 
r2 
Ml = Max uXq. (7) 
rI 
Proof: Let w1 and w2 be the functions defined in the following way: 
WI =(%q-w)+, w*=wz-%q)+ in 0. (8) 
If we use v = w, E V and u = wI E V in the variational equality (I-7) and 
we take into account that w1 lr, = 0 and w2 I,-, = 0, then we obtain 
a(w,, ,)+q s w, dy=O, J-2 
a(w,, w,)+cc I (B-u,,) w,dy=O; r‘I 
(9) 
that is, w, = w2 = 0 in D, i.e., (6). 
COROLLARY 3. We have the following properties: 
(4 
Max uay = Ml, 
IT 
Mjn uaq = MZ, (10) 
where the elements Ml and M, are defined in (7). 
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(b) The problem (I-4) or (I-6) or (I-7) is a steady-state two-phase 
Stefan problem in 52 (i.e., the function ugy is of non-constant sign in S2) iff 
3x,Erl, x2 E ~2Iu&) > 0, u&2) < 0. (11) 
(cl If%, satisfies the condition 
s G, 4> 0, i %q 4 < 07 r1 r2 
then problem (I-7) is a two-phase problem. 
(12) 
LEMMA 4. For all B > 0, we have the following expression: 
i 
uaydy= Bmeas(f,)-fmeas(r,), Vu, q > 0. (13) 
l-l 
Proof. By using (I-7) with v = 1 E V, we obtain 
0 = aa(uay, I)-LJl)=a jr, usy dy + q meas - aB meas( 
that is, (13). 
LEMMA 5. For all B > 0, we have the following properties: 
0) 4uy, uy) = LJu,) + Bq meas( vq>o, 
(ii) &J = 4u,, u,), Vu, q > 0. 4U,yY 
Proof. If we use v = B E K in (9), we obtain 
a(~,, uc,) = 4u,, uq - B) = L@, - B) = &J - LJB), 
(14) 
that is, (14)(i). 
If we use v = u, E Kc Yin (7) and take into account (13) and (14)(i) we 
obtain 
- aB 
s hq a”v = L&u,) + Bq meas = a(~,, u,), r, 
that is, (14)(ii). 
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III. STUDY OF THE PROBLEM (I-4) WHEN q>q,, 
We shall study the problem (I-4) or (I-7) when the heat flux 
q = const. > 0 on r, is such that q > q0 (qO is given by (I-l 1)); that is, the 
problem (14)(bis) steady-state two-phase Stefan problem in 52 (i.e., the 
function uy is of non-constant sign in 52). Then, we obtain the following 
result: 
THEOREM 6. If q>qO, then (I-4) is a steady-state two-phase Stefan 
problem in Q (i.e., the function u,~, solution of (I-7), is of non-constant sign 
in Sz) for aN LY > a,, where LQ is given by (I-14). 
Proof: Owing to q>q,,, we have that [6] 
Minu,=Minu,<O 
a J-2 (1) 
and therefore, by using (II-3)(iii), we deduce that 
M,<O, Qa>O. (2) 
Besides, by using (II-13), we have that 
I u,,dy>Ooa>a, (with q > qd, (3) i-1 
then we obtain the thesis. 
COROLLARY 7. In the case where, because of symmetry, we find that 
function u,, is constant on rl then the sufficient condition, given by 
Theorem 6, is also necessary for problem (I-4) to be a two-phase problem. 
Proof. Since uaq (=, = const., the property follows from Theorem 5 and 
the following equivalence: 
I r,u,,4>o-u,,Ir,>Q (4) 
Remark 2. For the three examples given in Section VI we can apply the 
above corollary. 
IV. STUDY OF THE GENERAL PROBLEM (I-4) 
We shall study the problem (I-4) or (I-7) for c1> 0 and q > 0 (and for an 
arbitrary but given 6 > 0 or B> 0); we shall give sufficient (and in some 
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cases also necessary) conditions for problem (I-4) to be a two-phase 
problem. 
From now on, we will denote u = ~(a, q, B) (it was uNq in Sects. I, II, and 
III) and U, = um(q, B) (it was U, in Sects. I, II, and III) as the unique 
solutions of the variational equalities (I-7) and (I-9), respectively, for a > 0, 
q>O, and B>O. 
The solution ~(a, q, B) of (I-7) is characterized by the minimum problem 
Cl, 2, 51 
JayB(4a, q, B)) G JaqAuh VVE v, da, q, B) E K (1) 
where 
Ja,Av) = td4 v) - LJV), QVE V. (2) 
Following [6], let f : (R+)3 + R be the real function, defined by 
f(a, q,B) = JsrqB(4a, 4, B)) (3) 
which is equivalent to the expression 
f(% 4, B) = -i a,(u(a, 4, B), 4a, q, B)) = - !j L+(u(a, q, B)) 
by using equality (I-7) for v = u(a, q, B). 
Remark 3. The function 
(a, q, B) E@+I3  jr,da, 4, B) 4 (5) 
is continuous because of expression (H-13). 
Let be h>O. If we define d,u(a), d,u(q), and d,u(B), for all a, q, B>O, 
as 
d&a) = da + h, q, B) - u(a, q, B) 
d,u(q) = 4a, q + A, B) - u(a, q, B) 
d,u(B) = da, q, B + h) - da, q. B) 
(6) 
then we obtain the following estimates: 
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LEMMA 8. We have 
II~/Aa)llv~C,h 





and y0 is the trace operator (linear and continuous, defined on V). 
Proof If we use u= d,,u(cl) and v = -d,u(cr) in (I-7) with the 
parameters a + h and a, respectively, add them up, and take into account 




6 h II B- 4~ 4, B)Il&-,jy II 444 v II y. /I, 
that is, (7). Taking into account (7) and the continuity of y. we obtain (8). 
COROLLARY 9. For all a > 0, q > 0, and B > 0, we have 
lim J u(a + h, q, B) u(a, q, B) dy = J u2(a, q, B) 4. (10) /r-.0+ r, fl 
Let be h>O. We define dhf(a), dhf(q), and d,f(B), for all a, q, B>O, 
as follows: 
dhf(a) =f(a + k 4, B) -Aa, 4, B) 
d,f(q) =f(a, q + h, B) -Aa, 4, B) 
d,.f(B) =f(a, q,B+ h) -f(a, q, B). 
(11) 
Then we obtain the following properties: 
LEMMA 10. We have 
dhf(a) 1 
- =z J h , (da + h, q, B) u(a, q, B) - B(u(a + h, q, B) + da, q, B))) 4, f 
(12) 
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d,f(q) 1 - = j jr2 (401, q+ h, B) -t ~(a, q, B)) 4, h 
d/If(B) a 
- = - j r (~(a, q, B + h) + u(a, q, B)) dy. h s, 
(13) 
(14) 
Proof We obtain (12b( 14) after some manipulations in the variational 
equality (I-7) by choosing different test functions and parameters. 
Moreover, we deduce 
before obtaining ( 13 ). 
Remark 4. Taking into account that jr, u(a, q, B) dy is a continuous 
function with respect to a, q, B > 0, we deduce that 
q > 0 -+ fr2 u(a,q, B) 4 (16) 
is also a continuous function for all a, B > 0. 
Finally, we obtain the 
THEOREM 11. Function f has partial derivatives with respect to variables 
a, q, and B, and they are given by the following expressions for all a, q, 
B>O: 
g (a, 9, B) = f 
r1 
[i ~*(a, q, B) - Buta, q, B)] dy, 
i$ (a, q, B) = j- ~(a, q, B) dy, 
r2 
g (a, q, B) = - a jr1 da, q, B) 4. 
Proof Taking into account (5) (Remark 3), (lo), and (16) 
(Corollary lo), it is enough to take the limit h + 0 in (12~( 14) to obtain 
(17H19). 
By using (11-13) and (19), we obtain the 
COROLLARY 12. For all a, q, B > 0, we have 
z (a, q, B) = q meas - aB meas 
which is an affine function in each variable a > 0, q > 0, and B > 0. 
(20) 
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THEOREM 13. There exists a function A = A(a), defined for a > 0, such 
that 
j-(a, q, B) = -T q2 + Bq meas --q meas( (21) 
Proof By using (I&13), (4), and (18), we obtain 
2 
f(& 43 B) = -$( a, q, B) + $f meas - y meas( (22) 
By differentiating (22) with respect to the variable q, we deduce 
c&,(a, 4, B) -f,,C@-, q, B) = -B meas (23) 
and therefore a2f/8q3 - 0. Then, function f can be written in the form 
f(ct, q, B) = -y q2 + A,(K B) q + A,(4 W (24) 
By some manipulations with (22t(24), we obtain 
A,(ol, B) = B meas( 
A,(a, B) = -q meas(r, ), 
g (a, B) = 0, 
that is, (21). 
By using (18) and (21), we deduce 
COROLLARY 14. For all a, q, B > 0, we have 
s 
u(a, q, B) dy = B meas - A(a) q. 
r2 
COROLLARY 15. Function A = A(a) satisfies 
0) A(a)>& Va>O, 





Proof By using (II-3)(ii), (26), and by the fact that meas( we 
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deduce A(a) 2 0, Va > 0. The case A(a) = 0 is not possible for a > 0 because 
we have 
A(a)=O-u(a, q, B)I,,zB*u(a, q, B)zB inSZ*q=O. (28) 
(ii) follows from (II-3)(iv) and (4) or (26). 
Remark 5. By the definition of function f, we have f( a, q, B) 6 0 for all , 
q, B > 0. We can obtain the following limit cases: 
0) f(a, 4, B) = 0, forsomea>O, *q=B=O, 
(ii) q= B=Oof(a, q, B)=O, Va>0. 
(29) 
Moreover, we have 
f(a, 4, B) < 0, Va, q, B>O. (30) 
Proof. (i) We supposef(a,, q, B) = 0 for some a = a, > 0. By using (4), 
we deduce #(al, q, B) = 0 in 0, and therefore, we obtain B = q = 0 because 
of (I-6). (ii) follows from (i) and (21). 
We shall improve (27). 
LEMMA 16. We suppose that meas > 0, q > 0, and B>O. Then, the 
following propositions are equivalent: 





(iii) A(a)>O,Va>O; (iv) A(a) > 0,for some a > 0. 
Proof. (ii) * (iii) and (iii) =z. (iv) are evident. (iv)+(i) follows from 
(26). To prove (i) 3 (ii) it is enough to use B = meas(r,)/meas(r,)(q/a) in 
(21) because of (30). 
Remark 6. As (31)(i) is one of our general hypotheses, we have 
obtained the inequality (31)(ii) for function A = A(a). 
COROLLARY 17. For all B>O, we have that the set 
9’) = f (a, 4) E (Rf )2/q,(a, 4 < q < qda!, B), a > Of f $23, (32) 
where qm and q,,,, are defined by (I-16). 
Proof. By using (31)(ii) we have qm(a, B) <q,(a, B) for all a>O, 
B > 0, that is, (32). 
Now, we shall give a sufficient condition in order to have a two-phase 
problem for (I-7). 
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THEOREM 18. If (a, q)ES (*), then (I-4) or (Z-7) is a steady-state two- 
phase Stefan problem in 0; that is, the function ~(a, q, B) is of non-constant 
sign in Q. 
Proof By using (11-13) and (26), we deduce the equivalences 
i” u(cr,q,B)dy>Ooq<q,(cc,B), 
Jr, 
(ii) i UC@, 4, B) dr < 0 *q > qm(a, B), 
r2 
(33) 
which yield the theorem because of Corollary 3(c). 
COROLLARY 19. In the case where, because of symmetry, we find that 
function U(CL, q, B) is constant on f, and r,, respectively, then the sufficient 
condition, given by Theorem 18, is also necessary for problem (I-4) to be a 
two-phase problem. Moreover, for the three examples given in Section VI, we 
can apply this fact. 
LEMMA 20. We have 
lim A(a)=C>O, (34) 1’+m 
where C is the constant defined by (I-13), which is independent of q, B > 0. 
Proof By using (3)(i) we deduce that 
(35) 
and therefore we have (34) because of (I-l 3) and (26). Moreover, constant 
C is independent of q, B > 0 and positive because A = ,4(a) is also indepen- 
dent of q, B>O and u,(q, B)I,< B, respectively. 
COROLLARY 21. Function q,,, = q,,,(a, B) is an increasing monotone 
function of variable c1 and satisfies 
lim q,,,(a, B) = qdB) > 0, q,(o+, 4 = a (36) Z’+m 
where q0 = qO( B) is defined by (I-l 1). 
We shall give a new proof of the result of [6] by passing to the limit 
LY -+ + cc for the above results. 
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THEOREM 22. If q, B > 0 are such that q > q,,(B) then (I-4)(bis) or (I-9) 
is a steady-state two-phase Stefan problem in 0; that is, the function 
u,(q, B) is of non-constant sign in 52. 
Proof: By using (11-3)(i), (27)(ii), and (34), we have 
s u(a, q, B) 4 = B meas - A(a) q < A4 < 0, Va>O, (37) r2 
where 
A4 = B meas( r,) - Cq < B meas( r,) - Cq, = 0. (38) 
Therefore, by passing to the limit a + + co, we obtain 
5 r2u,W)4~~<O; 
that is, problem (14)(bis) or (I-9) iss a two-phase problem [6]. 
We shall obtain new properties of the function A = A(a). 
(39) 
LEMMA 23. We have 
(Wa))’ = -$ a(u(a, 4, B), da, q, B)) > 0, Va>O, (4) 
where a is the bilinear form, defined in (I-8), and ( )’ = d( )/da. 
Proof. By using (II-13), (4), (17), and (21), we obtain (omitting 
variables a, q, B) 
a(u,u)= -2f-aj 
rl 
u* dy = - 2f - 2af, - 2aB lr, u dy 
= -2f + aA’ q2 + B*a meas - 2aB 1 u dy 
r1 
= q*(A + aA’) = q*(aA)‘, 
that is, (40). 
COROLLARY 24. We have 
lim ad’(a) = 0. 
cc- +m 
(41) 
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Proof By using (11-3)(i) and (34), we obtain 
lim d’(a) = aty, f a(u(a, q, B), ~(a, q, B)) - lim A(a) = C- C= 0, 
LX-+00 LX--t+‘X 
that is, (41). 
COROLLARY 25. For all B > 0, function q, = q,,,(ct, B) satisfies 
2 (a, B) = - 




Remark 7. In the plane a, q (for a given B> 0), we represent with 
dashes the region where a two-phase Stefan problem is obtained for 
problem (I-4), (I-6), or (I-7). 
* 4 
q = qm(% B) 
, 
a 
The number aoo is defined by 
am = a,(q,, B) = Cmeas(f2)12 
C meas ’ (43) 
which is the a-component of the intersection point between the two straight 
lines q = qO(B) and q = qM( B). We remark that aoo is independent of B. 
The function A(a), defined for a > 0, is not explicitly known but has the 
properties (27)(i)(ii), (31)(ii), (34), (40), and (41). We shall now consider a 
particular case for which we can obtain more information about the 
expression of A(a). 
V. A PARTICULAR CASE 
We consider the case when u = u(a, q, B) satisfies the condition 
1 




(aA(a = A(a) + 054’(a) = const. 
By using Lemma 23 and Corollary 24, necessarily we have that 
const. = const.(a) = C > 0, va>o, 
where C > 0 is the constant defined before by (I-13). 
(2) 
(3) 
LEMMA 26. We have the equivalence 
urn - 24, = const. in 52 0 (c&(a))’ = C, (4) 
where we note u o. = u,(q, B) and u, = u(tl, q, B). 
ProoJ By using (II-14)(ii), we obtain 
UC0 - u, = const. in Qoa(u,-u,,u,-u,)=O 
* 44, u,) = a(u,, u,) 
a(u,, u,) = a(u,, urnI 
4* 4* 
(=C)e(aA(a))‘=C, 
that is, (4). 
THEOREM 27. For q, B > 0, we have that the following propositions are 
equivalent (a, j3 > 0): 
0) MO2 -u, = C,(const.) in Q, 
(ii) 
(iii) 
UCC _ u = 2 meaW2 1 a a meas 
in Sz, 




4 meaV2) umIr,=B-- 
a meas( r, ) onr,, 
au, meas 
an r, = ’ meas on rl, 
(5) 
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au a 
an r, 
= c, (const.) onf,, 
au 03 
an r, 
= C, (const) onf,. 
ProojI To prove the above equivalences we shall use the following plan: 
(‘) (“1 (“‘I (’ ) ( ) t ‘1 ( “1 ( “‘I (’ J*(i). 1 =s 1  3 111 0 1v 0 v * Vl 9 Vll =a VI11 3 1x 
The conditions (ii) 3 (iii) =z- (iv) + (v) and (vii) 3 (viii) are ‘evident 
taking 
a 9 meas(f2) c,=q 
meas( r1 ) 
meas( r,)’ meas( 
(i) 3 (ii). By using (H-13), we obtain 
Cl meastf, I= Jr, (u, - u,) dy = B meas - Ir, U, d7/, =z meas( 
that is, 
c = 4 mWr2 1 
’ 2 meas( 
(iv) * (iii). It follows from (H-13). 
(v) =S (iv). Owing to the Green formula and the fact that 
au, au, 
X r2=Z r2= -" I I 
we obtain a(up - u,, uB - ur) = 0, that is, (iv). 
(iii) and (v) + (vi). By using (I-6)(iii) we obtain 
j? - a q meas( r,) 
Pa meas( ri ) 
=(ug-u,)Ir,=~(B-u.)lr,, 
that is, (vi). 
(vi) 3 (vii). It follows from (I-6)(iii). 
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which satisfies the problem 
do=0 in 52, 
a0 
vIr,=B, -- =q; 
an r2 
(9) 
i.e., v E u, by the uniqueness of problem (I-6)(bis). Therefore, we obtain 
that is, (ix). 
(ix)=>(i). Let w be the function defined by 
This function satisfies the problem 
Aw=O in Q, 




i.e., w = u, by the uniqueness of problem (I-6). Therefore, we obtain (i) 
with C, = C,/a. 
Now we can obtain an expression for A = A(a) in this particular case. 
THEOREM 28. We have the following equivalence: 
1 (meas(r 
(i) of Theorem 27 o A(a) = C-t - 
a meas . (12) 
Proof. (G) We have aA = const. + Ca, i.e., (aA(a = C. Therefore, 
(i) of Theorem 27 follows from Lemma 26. 
(*) From Lemma 26 we have that (aA(a = C, i.e., by integration, 
A(a)=C+iC4 ( C4 = const.). (13) 
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As &, = B - C1 we can evaluate Jr, ut dy. By using (1) we obtain that 
f(a, q, B)= -;a(~,, u,,-' j a rl 4 dy 
> 
+ Bq meas -$ meas( 
i.e., 
(14) 
Remark 8. (Continuation of Corollary 19). If U(LY, q, B)I,, = const. we 
can also compute the function A = A(a) because of the above results. 
VI. SOME EXAMPLES 
We shall give some examples in which the solution is explicitly known 
c41. 
(i) We consider the data 
n = 2, 52 = (0, x0) x (0, Yo), x0 > 0, Y, > 0, 
r1= PI x co9 Yol, r2 = {x0) x co, Yol, 
r3 = (0, x0) x (01” (0, x0)x {YOJ 
and then we obtain 
u,(x,y)=B-qx, u,(x, y)= B-z--x, 
(1) 
c= x0 y,, qo(B) =$F 
(2) 
ao(q, B) = 2 
1 
B’ aoo=xg) 
qm(ay B) = 
B 
x0 + (l/a)’ 
q,,,(a, B) = Ba. 
(ii) Next we consider 
n = 2, O<r,<r,, 
52 :annulus of radii r, and r2, centered at (0, 0), 
r1 : circle of radius rl and center (0, 0), 
r,: circle of radius rz and center (0, 0), 
(3) 
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and we arrive at 
r = (x2 +y’)“*, 
u.(x.y)=B-%:-qr210g t , 
1 0 
C=2m:log z , 
0 
A(a) = 2nr: 
(4) 
a,(q, B) = $ 
1 
c(#J= 
1 rl log (r2/rl)’ 
qm(a, B) = 
1 
r2((1/ar1 I+ 1% (r2/r1 1’ 
qw(a, B) = Ba 5. 
r2 
For the numerical approximation and owing to the symmetry of the 
problem, it is convenient to solve it for a quarter of the circular crown (the 
one corresponding to the first quadrant), bearing in mind that in this case 
a new portion f3 of the boundary appears , which is given by 
r3 = (0) x (r,, r2) u (rl, r2) x IO>. (5) 
Therefore, the values for meas( meas( and C are modified by a 
a factor, but the expressions of qO and aO, which are the values or our 
interest, do not vary. 
(iii) Finally, we take into account the same information of example (ii) 





C=4n G(r2 - rl 1 3 
rl 
a,(q, B) = 4rf 
Brf’ 
A(a) = 4nr: 




da, B) = 
B r : 
rZ((llar:) + (l/r,)- (llr2))’ 
qM(a, B) = Ba ;2. 
r2 
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Remark 9. We remark that for the three above examples we can 
directly verify all the theoretical results obtained in this paper. 
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